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Welcome

to the second issue

of the Newsletter of the Legal
Defense Committee (LDC), the staff
of the Office of the Counsel General.
With our first publication in March
2012, we shared with you the vision
of Brother Faruq Muhammad for the
work of the LDC. Brother Faruq,
the past Counsel General, now an
Ancestor, created several programs
to assist the UNIA in its restoration
to its glorious status as created by
the
Honorable
Marcus
Mosiah
Garvey in the 1920s. Before his
transition, Brother Faruq began the
work on each of these programs.
The LDC is working to ensure that
the programs continue to create the
vision that Brother Faruq and the
Honorable Redmon Battle had in
mind. And, in this issue, we share
with you some words and thoughts
from Brother Faruq, written in
1978. Though written to his family,
we can learn from these words as
we, after all are a “family”. His
words warn us that we cannot allow
“fear” to prevent us from achieving
our goals.
In this issue, we also share with you
the personal thoughts and insights
into the LDC as told by Sister Fofie
Muhammad. Sister Fofie, a very
close companion of Brother Faruq,
had the opportunity to work with
Brother Faruq from the beginning of
the LDC and she was privileged to
hear Brother Faruq’s words, receive
his teachings and learn from his
works and deeds.

I Nia Rogers

We also hear from Brother Akili
Nkrumah,
the
1st
Assistant
President General, whose words hit
hard and direct our attention to the
fact that we as a people are an
“Endangered
Species”.
He
reminds us of the work that we all
have to do in order to ensure that
we remain a force within the world
so that we avoid becoming extinct.

(IEM).

We share with you the first of four
installments of an article written in
February 2010 by Brother Greg
Simpkins.
At the time that he
wrote this article, Brother Greg was
the Vice President for Policy and
Program Development of the Leon
H. Sullivan Foundation. The article
set the stage for the first-ever
Global Reunion that was held in
Atlanta, Georgia from September
22-25, 2010. The purpose of that
Reunion was to organize a USbased Global Reunion intended to
bridge the gap between the African
Diaspora and the continent of Africa
between people and nations. The
international conference celebrated
the broad spectrum of Africa and its
Diaspora through honoring our
inter-connectedness.
This article
outlined the work of a Task Force of
which the LDC was an integral part
and includes a legal component to
the
dual
citizenship
program
established
by
the
LDC, the
International Expatriate Movement

We invite our readers to submit
articles, announcements and other
information that may be of interest.
We are also always glad to hear
from you; our team takes the
contents of any letters or emails
that we receive seriously in order to
ensure that the Newsletter is
beneficial to you. Do not hesitate to
write to us and make our services
better.

“Look for me in the Whirlwind” are
the famous words of the Honorable
Marcus Mosiah Garvey.
In this
edition, you have the opportunity to
read the entirety of Mr. Garvey’s
words spoken in February 1925
when he laid out what we should do
as he prepared to be unjustly jailed.

Yours in Service,

I Nia
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Endangered Species

Created by: Akili Nkrumah

In 2011, in
thirteen cities in the
United States, there were
2,981 homicides.
September 11, 2001, the day in
America that became historic because of the
infamous attacks that killed 2,971 people,
changed the world we live with the
development of two agencies: Homeland
Security; and, Transportation Security
Administration (TSA). The sole purpose of
these two Agencies is to prevent such attacks
and to keep Americans safe.
How is this significant? Of the
2,981 homicides in the year 2011 in just 13
cities, 85% were Afrikan American males
killed by Afrikan Americans. There has been
no reaction to create an agency or no national
protest or movement to change this course of
actions. There have been no marches, no
demonstrations, no legislation, developed –
nothing!
There are societies to save or
prevent the annulations of insects. Animals
are on an endangered species list and there is
money and laws passed to save them; the
bald eagles, the tigers, and the elephants just
to name a few. But the Afrikan American
male is endangered which does make the
Afrikan Race endangered and what do we
do?
The
fastest
growing
prison
population is now the Afrikan American
female and we do nothing. Now I do not
believe that America has or will address this
issue; but should we? Don’t we have a
responsibility to force these acts of self-hate
and self-destruction to the forefront and make
them a number one priority? But what do we
do? If these murders were the results of the
KKK, we would be enraged. One young man
killed by one biracial man caused us to
become enraged and sparked demonstrations
and demands that something be done. The
truth is that the “Stand Your Ground” law in
other states has taken 31 other lives of young
Black Men. Those of Us who are conscious
and in the forefront need to re-evaluate our
priorities. If we are working to raise our
people to a level of respect then we need to
spark a national discussion concerning the
elimination of our race. Let me also point out
that the ages of those homicides in the 13
American cities were between 11 years and
24 years old. Where is our focus?
At the March 2011 High Executive
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Council meeting of the UNIA held in
Philadelphia, PA, we worked many important
issues that will lay the groundwork for the
future of the UNIA. We are learning that
leadership has its own set of rules; rules that
we do not make but rules that we have to
follow. We also learned that the issue of
some may not be shared by all but that
everyone has issues to be addressed. The
politics of one group still has to work within
the politics of the body in order for Unity to
prevail and in order for the UNIA to grow
and prosper. The question of Unity should be
viewed from whether it is “Unity of
Principle” or “Unity of Individuality”. We all
must represent the people and understand that
we all see a different part of the entire picture
of the UNIA.
How you may ask does the
elimination of the Race have anything to do

with the UNIA High Executive Council and
Parent Body? If we could move past our own
issues (and we do have them) and concentrate
on developing the agenda to move the Race
forward, we could change the conditions of
our people. Do we realize that we are the
answer yet we do not work on the problem
because we are more American than our
Ancestors? We have been told to “Let no
Religious Scruples separate Us, no Political
Ideologies separate Us”. The Ancestors
understood and even in their disagreement
they found Unity and kept the UNIA here for
Us. What shall we leave for our Children or
will there be Children to pick up where we
stop?
The answer is an individual answer
for each of us; no answer is wrong. Each
answer determines what direction you take if
we sacrifice our People and fail to do Our

job. Our Government has to set plans in
motion to build schools, develop industries,
and provide for our children and families. We
have to build an infrastructure that ensures
that there is representation and that every
voice counts through a vote. We need an
infrastructure that advances the cause of
Freedom, Liberation and Race Development
by doing the work that has not been done. We
must live now with respect to our history but
we must move us forward through One God,
One Aim and One Destiny. Let us not be so
angry or fearful that we let this opportunity
pass.
We are an Endangered Species and we are
killing ourselves.
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

“There is no force
like success, and that
is why the individual
makes all effort to
surround himself
throughout life with
the evidence of it; as
of the individual, so
should it be of the
nation.”
“There shall be no
solution to this race
problem until you,
yourselves, strike the
blow for liberty.“
Marcus Garvey
African Liberation Day is
the 25th of May
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but have a civilization and country
of their own.
The whole affair is a disgrace, and
the whole black world knows it. We
shall not forget. Our day may be
fifty, a hundred or two hundred
years ahead, but let us watch, work
and pray, for the civilization of
injustice is bound to crumble and
bring destruction down upon the
heads of the unjust.
Submitted by: James Richmond
I am delighted to inform you, that
your humble servant is as happy in
suffering for you and our cause as is
possible under the circumstances of
being viciously outraged by a group
of plotters who have connived to do
their worst to humiliate you through
me,
in
the
fight
for
real
emancipation
and
African
Redemption.
I do trust that you have given no
credence to the vicious lies of white
and enemy newspapers and those
who have spoken in reference to my
surrender. The liars plotted in every
way to make it appear that I was
not willing to surrender to the court.
My attorney advised me that no
mandate would have been handed
down for ten or fourteen days, and
is the custom of the courts, and
that would have given me time to
keep speaking engagements I had
in Detroit, Cincinnati and Cleveland.
I hadn't left the city of ten hours
when the liars flashed the news that
I was a fugitive. That was good
news to circulate all over the world
to demoralize the millions of
Negroes in America, Africa, Asia,
the West Indies and Central
America, but the idiots ought to
know by now that they can't fool all
the Negroes at the same time.
I do not want at this time to write
anything that would make it difficult
for you to meet the opposition of
the enemy without my assistance.
Suffice to it say that the history of
the outrage shall form a splendid
chapter in the history of Africa
redeemed, when black men will no
longer be under the heels of others,

The idiots thought that they could
humiliate me personally, but in that
they are mistaken. The minutes of
suffering are counted, and when
God and Africa come back and
measure out retribution these
minutes may multiply by thousands
for the sinners. Our Arab and Riffian
friends will be ever vigilant, as the
rest of Africa and ourselves shall be.
Be assured that I planted well the
seed of Negro or black nationalism
which cannot be destroyed even by
the foul play that has been meted
out to me.
Continue to pray for me and I shall
ever be true to my trust. I want
you, the black peoples of the world,
to know that W.E.B. Du Bois and
that
vicious
Negro-hating
organization
known
as
the
Association for the Advancement of
"Colored" People are the greatest
enemies the black people have in
the world. I have so much to do in
the few minutes at my disposal that
I cannot write exhaustively on this
or any other matter, but be warned
against these two enemies. Don't
allow them to fool you with fine
sounding press releases, speeches
and books; they are the vipers who
have planned with others the
extinction of the "black" race. My
work is just begun, and when the
history of my suffering is complete,
then future generations of Negroes
will have in their hands the guide by
which they shall know the "sins" of
the twentieth century. I, and I know
you, too, believe in time, and we

shall wait patiently for two hundred
years, if need be, to face our
enemies through our posterity.
You will cheer me much if you will
now do even more for the
organization than when I was
among you. Hold up the hands of
those who are carrying on. Help
them to make good, so that the
work may continue to spread from
pole to pole.
I am also making a last minute
appeal for support to the Black
Cross
Navigation
and
Trading
Company. Please send in and make
your loans so as to enable the
directors to successfully carry on
the work.
All I have I have given to you. I
have sacrificed my home and my
loving wife for you. I entrust her to
your charge, to protect and defend
her in my absence. She is the
bravest little woman I know. She
has suffered and scarified with me
for you; therefore, please do not
desert her at this dismal hour, when
she stands alone. I have left her
penniless and helpless to face the
world, because I gave you all, but
her courage is great, and I know
she will hold up for you and me.
Continued on page 8…
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A Framework for the Establishment of
Africa-Diaspora Dual Citizenship
Gregory Simpkins
Vice President for Policy
Development
Leon H. Sullivan
Foundation
Part 1 of 4
Dual citizenship is embodied in the concept
of Pan-Africanism which promotes the
cooperation among and integration of the
African people. Pan-African leader Marcus
Garvey notably said: “Africa for the Africans
– those at home and those abroad.” This
would involve both elements of the African
Diaspora: those involuntarily taken from
Africa in the slave trade that comprise the
historic African Diaspora and those who left
their African countries voluntarily to
emigrate elsewhere in the world that
comprise
the
modern-day
African
Diaspora. Until the wave of independence
among African colonies in the 1950s, there
was limited possibility of dual citizenship for
the Diaspora except in the only two
independent African nations: Liberia,
founded by freed North American slaves in
1847, or the empire of Ethiopia when it was
not under European domination.
Consequently, one must look to more recent

history for examples of the promotion of dual
citizenship. The late Reverend Leon H.
Sullivan established the African-African
American Summits in 1991 to create an
enduring bridge between the African
Diaspora
and
the
countries
of
Africa. Beginning with the first Summit in
Cote d’Ivoire, Reverend Sullivan was granted
citizenship in the host country by its
leadership. By the time of the third Summit
in Senegal in 1995, he claimed citizenship
granted not only by Cote d’Ivoire, but also
Gabon and The Gambia, and urged African
countries to adopt policies that would allow
for dual citizenship. In order to honor
Reverend Sullivan’s vision of legal linkages
between members of the Diaspora and
countries in Africa, the Leon H. Sullivan
Foundation initiated a project in 2004 to
facilitate progress toward this goal.
Recognizing that others have written about or
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pursued the concept of dual citizenship for
some time, the Sullivan Foundation
established a committee to create a frame
work document on dual citizenship. This
committee consists of an alliance between the
Sullivan Foundation, the UNIA – ACL (the
organization created by the late Honorable
Marcus Garvey), the African Diaspora Dual
Citizenship
Committee
and
several
individuals with experience in AfricanDiaspora relations, including Professor
Anthony Archer from California State
University – Dominguez Hills (author of a
Sullivan Foundation-commissioned report on
dual citizenship); Professor Lisa Aubrey from
Arizona State University representing the
Center for African and Diaspora Affairs in
Ghana; Paula Coleman, Eurica HugginsAxums and Tendai (Paula) Johnson from the
African Diaspora Ancestral Commemoration
Institute; attorney Faruq Muhammad,
Consul-General of the UNIA-ACL, and Gina
Paige from African Ancestry. The UNIAACL has long pursued the right of return for
members of the historic African Diaspora to a
selected country of their choice on the
continent. I serve as the chair of the
committee.
Generally, African official policies on dual
citizenship currently refer to laws and
regulations governing whether a modern-day
African Diaspora member from a particular
African country may retain citizenship if he
or she assumes citizenship in another
country. Specific laws spelling out the rights
and responsibilities of a member of the
historic African Diaspora who wishes to take
on citizenship in an African country, in
addition to that of their current homeland, are
few and far between.
In the United States of America, one can
become a dual citizen in one of three ways:
1. A child born of foreign parents
while in America is considered an
American under the principle of jus
soli,
2. A child born of one American
parent and one foreign parent is
considered an American under the
principle of jus sanguinis and
3. A person of legal age can become a
naturalized citizen of the United
States even if he or she continues to
hold citizenship in another country,
e.g. Israel or the United Kingdom.
The United States does not require that a

person renounce citizenship in their country
of origin so long as they maintain loyalty to
the United States. Currently, the largest
group of dual citizens in America today is
immigrants from Mexico. An increasing
number of naturalized Americans from
Africa, the Caribbean or elsewhere in the
African Diaspora are not automatically
forced to renounce their citizenship in their
homeland, although their homeland may call
for such a revocation of one of their citizens
who take on another nationality.
Just as Israel has provided the right of return
for all who can establish their Jewish
heritage, many in the historic African
Diaspora have presumed that a similar right
of return should be granted to those whose
ancestors
left
the
continent
involuntarily. Article 13 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights provides for a
“right of return” that establishes the right of
any person to return and re-enter his or her
country of origin. However, a lack of records
for many members of the historic African
Diaspora past a certain point in their family
history means a specific, documentable link
to an African ethnic group or country has
been difficult, if not impossible, to
establish. Members of the historic African
Diaspora are “children of Africa,” but usually
not legally authenticated descendants of any
particular
currently
existing
country,
kingdom or territory.
When the African Union amended its
constitution in 2003 to declare the African
Diaspora the 6th region of Africa, the African
regional body recognized that the Diaspora
comprises both those Africans born on the
continent who left voluntarily and those
whose ancestors were forcibly taken from
Africa. The AU invited members of the
Diaspora to play an active role in the affairs
of
the
continent. Organizations
such as the Western
Hemisphere
African
Diaspora Network, the
African Union 6th Region
National
Afrikan
Diaspora and the World
Afrikan Diaspora Union
have been working on ways to connect the
Diaspora with the AU and its member
countries. Still, this is a continental effort
and does not convey a legal connection
between members of the Diaspora and any
individual country for the purpose of
citizenship.
The African Union offers an “African”
passport, but it holds no uniform meaning in
all member states, as it does not provide
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Fear

is an awesome concept to
behold.
It paralyzes people and
otherwise stunts their ability to be
assertive and constructive. You can see
this concept in the way the white man
controls and manipulates the whole
world by perpetrating and perpetuating
fear. You can see it even more when
understanding that the white man is
more afraid than any one on this planet,
and his fear produces conflict and
destruction which accounts for the
massive build up of destructive
weapons, and the white man’s
inclination to destroy more living things
than anyone else.
But we too have fears, mostly of
insecurity. So we sometimes get off
into needless blame, which produces
conflicts, and which ultimately destroys
our efforts to unite.
But the Black Man and Woman in
America must be fearless if we are going
to survive our containment and
controllment, and still be productive.
We must have that overwhelming
confidence and belief in ourselves , and
we have got to be daring enough to face
the impossible with nothing – and
overcome. Sure that means that we will
suffer and most or all of us will be killed
– let’s face it. But the reality of it all is
that we are suffering anyway and being
killed anyway. At least our suffering
and dying will have more meaning when
it is for self and kind.
My surviving my containment and
controllment at Parchman, and to
continue being productive throughout
and above it all, is at least one good
example that suffering and dying is not
all that we can expect. But if the
concept of fear is so awesome to
behold, and we must really be about
being fearless, then why should fear be
our motivator?
How can it be our
motivator?
First of all, being fearless and being
afraid does not mean being weak or
foolish. Secondly, knowing when to be
afraid or fearless and to what extent ,
can save you as well as kill you. All
motivators have good and bad aspects to
them, and if we are to be truly wise, we
must learn them all, one at a time. But
why fear first, and to what degree?
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The world we live in has numerous
dangers that threaten our very
existence.
Being ignorant of them
and/or not prepared for them is hardly a
good excuse. We have an obligation to
ourselves and our children; therefore
survival – the ability to live (not the love
of life, nor the hatred of life or the
sexual enjoyment in procreating life),
must be our primary focus.
The consequences of these dangers
within and around us are sometimes, so
swift that we barely know what
happened to us or why, before we are
penalized. So, it is not just a matter of
being fearless, but being fearful as well.
To be “fearful” means the quality of
being alarmed, or having a sense of
dread. That does not make you foolish
or weak unless you take it to the
extreme; but the times we live in are
truly alarming and dreadful ones. Love
for freedom or life, nor hatred for your
enemies will motivate you to take the
necessary remedial and provisional steps
to safeguard your existence. History has
shown us that love, hatred and sex are
not the primary tools to use when
dealing with survival.
So it is the establishment or providing
for our present and future well being
that we use fear as our primeval
motivator. We do not love ourselves or
each other enough to do it (though we
will for everybody else), and hating has
nothing to do with the establishment of
a family for that is not its place.
How can fear be our motivator? We will
only use fear to the degree that it will
not allow us to drop our guards until we
feel reasonably safe and secure.
Understand, there will be no such thing
as being totally safe and secure, but we
can become so secure that most of the
dangers that befalls the Black Family
will not affect us.
By being in a constant state of alarm (or
fearful of consequences), we will not let
our problems or insecurities interfere
with our level of productivity. We will
be too afraid to get LAZY, DISTRACTED,
WEAK or IGNORANT.

Using this degree of fear to accomplish
our two-year objective can only work if
1) it is our primary motivator, and 2) it
is used only to the degree outlined. WE
MUST NEVER FORGET HOW AWESOME
FEAR CAN BE, AND THUS FALL VICTIM TO
IT OURSELVES!!!
Only after we have developed the
proper atmosphere within our home,
i.e., reasonably secure and with the
proper concepts instilled within us, will
we be able to have love as our
motivator. Love cannot flourish if it is
too vulnerable to negative forces,
neither can you exert your right to love
if you cannot protect it, or is not willing
to protect it.
IN THE SPIRIT OF THE NEW WORLD
Written by:
Faruq Muhammad
June 1978
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The Soul and Spirit of the
UNIA-ACL LCD!
Created by: Fofie Muhammad
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proper representation as to whom we
truly are. Also, our children are not
educated to know their rich history, to
know how we were once the pinnacles
of civilization.

African Americans or people of color all
over the world are being treated with a
callous disregard of them as part of the
human family. We were all created by
our Creator, who we call God, Allah,
Jehovah or whatever name we may use.
By being born into this world, we have a
right to be considered “somebody”! Not
only somebody, but someone who is
important and significant. We never
know who amongst us have vision,
fortitude and insight/foresight to
help/assist us level the playing field in
terms of how we are treated as a
people.

I believe our ancestors have left a
blueprint for us through the UNIA-ACL
LDC to reconnect with that ultimate
dream deferred, for people of color to
stand up with dignity and respect
knowing that they have the same rights
as anyone else. But, in order to have
those rights, you have to have a means
to protect your rights in the world.
There is so much fighting going on in the
world between people, one group over
another, when all of them have the right
to be treated as human beings. The
earth was created for all human beings,
not just for the ones that have more
power because of financial holdings or
more connections. There should not be
one starving person in this world
because our Creator has provided all
that we need to survive on this earth.
But some hoard and will not share with
others and this makes it difficult for
others to meet their human needs.

The UNIA-ACL LDC has made me realize
that we have a human right to
determine our own destiny and a right
to have the proper education about
history. This includes not just African
American history, but world history
because until we understand where we
have been, truly, we do not know where
we are going. So, because of our lack of
proper education, we are in a vicious
cycle that prevents us from moving to
the next level of human development.
In continuing to do the same thing over
and over again, we get the same results.
I believe the case of Trayvon Martin,
Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X and
Jesus Christ for that matter all are good
examples of people who stood for what
was right. They stood for how humanity
is supposed to be treated and how
people are supposed to interact.

So, the UNIA-ACL LDC has meant to me
that we as a people do have a place in
this world order. But we have to take
the time, patience, fortitude and
determination to make this thing a true
reality in terms of a functional
government that does what any other
Government does: promote and protect
its citizens. This takes a lot of work and
the ranks of our Government need to
increase with people of color to do all
the many tasks that need to be
developed. We need the expertise of
our people’s help to take us forward.
All the expertise that we need is within
our own race, but some of our people do
not share the vision of a functional
Government for our people. This is
unfortunate. I pray that every person of
color comes to see this vision and
commits to the upliftment of our race.

For me, these people stood for the
sovereign right as human beings to be
considered equal to anyone else. Our
Creator endowed us with certain
inalienable rights and no one has the
right to deprive us of those because of
the color of our skin. But, because
some people have more money than
others and because they can control
images on television, in the newspapers
and on the radio, we do not get the

I do not feel that people of color in the
usa will ever be treated equally as
human beings. The propaganda and
images that have been put out there
about us and the laws that have been
written to contain and control us have

I had no idea how much it had actually
touched my soul and spirit as a human
being until I began to think about what
the UNIA-ACL LDC means to me. When I
say it has touched my soul, I mean that
it has brought meaning to me in terms
of humanity.

created a mindset in the general
population and the institutions that we
will always be subservient and be at the
bottom. But, it does not always have to
be that way! Marcus Garvey and our
Ancestors left a legacy to us. They
died, fought, were beaten within inches
of their lives and went to jail so that we
would have this legacy, so the idea
would never ever die. We must find the
same courage, the same fortitude and
determination to commit ourselves to
our own uprising of this Government.
This is the salvation for our children and
our children’s children!
I can see people of color being just like
the Native American/Indian: displaced,
marginalized,
demonized
and
disrespected by those who are in control
over the world order.
They are in
control because of economics – stolen
economics! The rich folks or “the one
percent” – have you ever wondered
where all the money comes from? It
comes
from
those
people
who
benefitted mostly from slavery, not only
here in America but also in Africa, the
Caribbean and all over the world!
Somebody was reduced to slavery so
that someone else could get rich; then
they passed the riches down from
generation to generation. It is called
“blood money” because somebody died
so that they could become wealthy. So,
the wealth never leaves the circle of the
one percenters and it makes it difficult,
if not impossible, to get out of the circle
of poverty.
I define poverty in this manner: when
you have a 9 to 5 job and the bulk of
your wages/income are spent for your
human survival (food, clothing and
shelter) and the other part, the usa
government takes to maintain their
government. But still we do not get
proper representation as a people. I
call it their government because people
of color do not have any real power in
the creation of the laws of this land;
whatever they decide to give us is only
what we get. How can we have an
African American as president of the usa
and he has never said anything about
race, racism or reparations; he dare not
ever use these terms! That would truly
cause a rebellion in America even
though racism is alive and well here.

Continued on page 8
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Answers will be in the next
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Worldwind continued…
After my enemies are satisfied, in
life or death I shall come back to
you to serve even as I have served
before. In life I shall be the same;
in death I shall be a terror to the
foes of Negro liberty. If death has
power, then count on me in death
to be the real Marcus Garvey I
would like to be. If I may come in
an earthquake, or a cyclone, or
plague, or pestilence, or as God
would have me, then be assured
that I shall never desert you and
make your enemies triumph over
you. Would I not go to hell a million
times for you? Would I not like
Macbeth's ghost, walk the earth
forever for you? Would I not lose
the whole world and eternity for
you? Would I not cry forever before
the
footstool
of
the
Lord
Omnipotent for you? Would I not
die a million deaths for you? Then,
why be sad? Cheer up, and be
assured that if it takes a million
years the sins of our enemies shall
visit the millionth generation of
these that hinder and oppress us.
Remember that I have sworn by
you and my God to serve to the end
of all time, the wreck of matter and
the crash of worlds. The enemies
think that I am defeated. Did the
Germans defeat the French in
1870? Did Napoleon really conquer
Europe? If so, then I am defeated,
but I tell you the world shall hear
from my principles even two
thousand years hence. I am willing
to wait on time for my satisfaction
and the retribution of my enemies.
Observe my enemies and their
children and posterity, and one day
you shall see retribution settling
around them.
If I die in Atlanta my work shall
then only begin, but I shall live, in
the physical or spiritual to see the
day of Africa's glory. When I am
dead wrap the mantle of the Red,
Black and Green around me, for in
the new life I shall rise with God's
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grace and blessing to lead the
millions up the heights of triumph
with the colors that you well know.
Look for me in the whirlwind or the
storm, look for me all around you,
for, with God's grace, I shall come
and bring with me countless
millions of black slaves who have
died in America and the West Indies
and the millions in Africa to aid you
in the fight for Liberty, Freedom and
Life.
The civilization of today is gone
drunk and crazy with its power and
by such it seeks through injustice,
fraud and lies to crush the
unfortunate. But if I am apparently
crushed by the system of influence
and misdirected power, my cause
shall rise again to plague the
conscience of the corrupt. For this I
am satisfied, and for you, I repeat,
I am glad to suffer and even die.
Again, I say, cheer up, for better
days are ahead. I shall write the
history that will inspire the millions
that are coming and leave the
posterity of our enemies to reckon
with the hosts for the deeds of their
fathers.
With God's dearest
leave you for a while.

blessings,

I

<><><><><><><><><><><>
Soul and Spirit continued…
There is a price to pay for wanting to do
the right thing. In this society, if you
stand up and you speak out against this
capitalist society, you could lose your
life. We have seen so many leaders
assassinated because of their belief and
I think this scares a lot of African
Americans because we know historically
how many of our leaders have been
killed because of their beliefs:
their belief in a just society that is
contrary to capitalism.
Capitalism
means one thing to me: how can I make
money off of you?! Rather than say,
“Look, I have a product and you have a
product; let’s exchange our products to
make our lives better, to help service

humanity.”
The UNIA-ACL LDC has helped me
understand that there is a purpose for
every life and the purpose is service to
humanity. I pray that the Creator gives
me the vision, steadfastness and
singleness of purpose to not be afraid
and to not stand by and complain yet
not do anything to help. Even within
the ranks of the UNIA-ACL LDC, we have
members that disagree with what the
Administration is doing. Even though we
have differences, we should not stop
holding hands; I cannot make it without
you and you cannot make it without me
until we realize and overstand that –
even when we are in the valley of
disagreement/confusion.
We share the same vision of ONE GOD,
ONE AIM and ONE DESTINY. Regardless
of the challenge, we have with one
another a shared DESTINY that NOTHING
should divide. We must travel this road
together regardless of our differences!
In spite of yourself and myself, you are
my Brother and my Sister and nothing –
NO THING – can ever change that fact!
Let not the circle be broken! If we fail
to realize this, then the “Willie Lynch
Letter” is our reality: the same old
divide and conquer. We have to learn
to suck it up and continue to march
toward our Divine Destiny.
In essence, the UNIA-ACL LDC has been
a psychic awakening for me. Within the
UNIA-ACL LDC, you find acceptance for
who you are: tall, short, fat, skinny,
well educated, less educated or
whatever; you find acceptance.
Our Ancestors are listening and waiting
for us to carry on the legacy they left
for us and to take it to the next level.
On our watch we must make this
happen!
I pray that our Creator
continues to give us the vision and
determination to stand up and do what
needs to be done in spite of our
differences or disagreements.
We
should never do anything that is going to
cast doubts or darkness and confusion
on our Government.
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